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61 Hours

by Child, Lee (Author); Hill, Dick (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. A bus accident lands Reacher in a small South Dakota town, where a single witness is the
only hope that police have to convict a brutal crime ring. In a place where no one can be trusted, one cop puts
his faith in Reacher. Reacher is enlisted to protect the witness against all comers. The clock is ticking. The zero
hour is approaching - and Lee Child gives his millions of fans an ending that will be talked about all summer
long.

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739365939 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

9th Judgment

by Patterson, James (Author); Paetro, Maxine (Author); McCormick, Carolyn (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs. In this 9th book in the Women's Murder Club series, coauthored by Maxine
Paetro, a deranged killer is targeting women and children. Before Lindsay and her friends in the Club can piece
together either case, one of the killers forces Lindsay to put her own life on the line - but is it enough to save
San Francisco? This series is the bestselling new detective series of the past decade, selling more than 30
million copies worldwide.

Genre: Price: $49.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881797 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter

by Grahame-Smith, Seth (Author); Holst, Scott (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs. Abraham Lincoln battles vampires in the new novel from the author of the surprise
NEW YORK TIMES bestseller PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AND ZOMBIES. His valiant, bloody fight against
the undead was all but lost to history, until Grahame-Smith stumbled upon THE SECRET JOURNAL OF
ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Using the journal as his guide, Seth reconstructs Lincoln's life story and uncovers the
role vampires played in the birth, growth, and near-death of our nation. You don't know Abe. Honest.

Genre: Price: $32.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881735 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: March 2010

Ape House

by Gruen, Sara (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Sara Gruen's WATER FOR ELEPHANTS has become one of the most beloved and
bestselling novels of our time. Now Gruen has moved from a circus elephant, to a family of bonobo apes, whose
kidnapping from a language laboratory and mysterious appearance on a reality TV show calls into question our
assumptions about the relations between apes and humans, and humans' relationships to each other. Author tour:
Toronto. Sara Gruen is a Canadian, now living in western North Carolina.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House ISBN-13: 9780739368541 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: September 2010
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Ark, The: A Novel

by Morrison, Boyd (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 13 Hours. Archaeologist Dilara Kenner seeks out former combat engineer Tyler
Locke to help her uncover the secret behind her father's disappearance and the secret behind the artifact from
Noah's Ark that he had been searching for. As the pictures begins to come into focus, they realize they have just
seven days to find the Ark before its secret is used to wipe out civilization once again. With a chilling premise,
Morrison combines all the best elements of a blockbuster thriller with an intelligent and fascinating exploration
of the Old Testament's great mysteries.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442305120 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Backseat Saints

by Jackson, Joshilyn (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs. Ro Grandee is trapped in a marriage that's thick with love and sick with abuse. She
submits, until fate introduces her to an airport gypsy who shares her past and knows her future. Following
messages that her long-missing mother has left hidden for her in graffiti, Ro (now reemerged as Rose Mae
Lolly) unearths a host of family secrets. What she discovers will force her to choose between being a victim or a
survivor. Rose is a returning character from GODS IN ALABAMA.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882220 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Bear

by Salvatore, R. A. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. In this new adventure set in the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
author R.A. Salvatore's popular world of Corona, allies and battle lines become entangled, motives grow
indistinguishable as old friends become enemies and old enemies become allies.

Genre: Price: $59.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427210142 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Beatrice and Virgil

by Martel, Yann (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $37.00. A famous author receives a mysterious letter from a man
who is a struggling writer but also turns out to be a taxidermist, an eccentric and fascinating character who does
not kill animals but preserves them as they lived, with skill and dedication - among them a howler monkey
named Virgil and a donkey named Beatrice. A great book for book clubs - it asks a lot of questions about
violence, kindness and the power of stories to change us. Yann Martel is the award-winning author of four
previous books, the most recent of which is "WHAT IS STEPHEN HARPER READING?" Yann lives in
Saskatoon.
Genre: Price: $30.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715159 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Beautiful Maria of My Soul: A Novel

by Hijuelos, Oscar (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $41.95. THE MAMBO KINGS PLAY SONGS OF LOVE is a
contemporary Pulitzer Prize winning classic, a novel that still captures the imagination 20 years after its
publication. And now, in BEAUTIFUL MARIA OF MY SOUL, Oscar Hijuelos returns to the story, but tells it
from the point of view of its beloved heroine, Maria.

Genre: Price: $34.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Blackstone Audio, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781441740328 Pages: 10 Pub. Date: June 2010

Big Girl

by Steel, Danielle (Author); McInerney, Kathleen (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $46.99.  Note: The Cloth Edition of this heartfelt and incisive novel
that explores issues of weight, self-image, sisterhood and family was listed in Whitehots Winter 2010 catalogue.

Genre: Price: $38.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423388241 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: February 2010

Blood Oath

by Farnsworth, Christopher (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. Forget Jason Bourne and Jack Bauer! In this irresistible thriller meet
Nathaniel Cole: a 160-year-old vampire sworn to protect and serve the President of the United States, and his
ambitious young White House staffer, Zach Barrows. This clever and compulsively readable novel is the first in
a new series to feature the ultimate agent, Nathaniel Cole.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427743 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: May 2010

Blue-Eyed Devil

by Parker, Robert B. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. This is the extraordinary new Western from the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
(recently deceased Jan. 2010)  of APPALOOSA and BRIMSTONE - featuring itinerant lawmen Virgil Cole and
Everett Hitch. When the new chief, Amos Callico, begins shaking down local merchants for protection money,
those who don't want to play along seek the help of Cole and Hitch. But the guns for hire are thorns in the side
of the power-hungry chief. There will be a showdown - but who'll be standing.

Genre: Price: $38.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307735478 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Blueeyedboy

by Harris, Joanne (Author)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. This is the brilliant new novel from Joanne Harris: a dark and intricately
plotted tale of a poisonously dysfunctional family, a blind child prodigy, and a serial murderer who is not who
he seems. Told through posts on a webjournal called badguysrock, this is a thriller that makes creative use of all
the multiple personalities, disguises and mind games that are offered by playing out a life on the Internet. A
gripping psychological thriller from the bestselling author of CHOCOLAT and THE LOLLIPOP SHOES.

Genre: Price: $42.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Transworld Publishers Limited ISBN-13: 9780552153683 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Bourne Objective, The

by Lustbader, Eric Van (Author); Ludlum, Robert (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 13 CDs. Jason Bourne is back for revenge in the new installment in the bestselling
Ludlum series. Having failed to trap and kill Jason Bourne at the start of THE BOURNE DECEPTION, Leonid
Arkadin, a brilliant Russian assassin, continues to stalk his nemesis. Hoping to turn the tables, Bourne also
hunts Arkadin. But vengeance is a fatal flaw in the armour of even the most proficient professional assassin.
Has this fight become too personal for Bourne?

Genre: Price: $59.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882268 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Bride Collector

by Dekker, Ted (Author); Glover, John (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs. FBI Special agent Brad Raines is facing his toughest case yet. A Denver serial
killer has killed four beautiful young women, leaving a bridal veil at each crime scene, and he's picking up his
pace. The case becomes personal to Raines when his friend and colleague, a beautiful young forensic
psychologist, becomes the Bride Collector's next target. The author of the NEW YORK TIMES bestseller
BONEMAN'S DAUGHTERS explores "Where does sanity end and madness begin?"

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881872 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Broken

by Slaughter, Karin (Author)

UNABRIDGED MP3-CD. Suggested Can. price $29.99. Detective Lena Adams waits for divers to pull the
young man from Lake Grant. His suicide note has already been found. But the body shows signs of a struggle
and, suddenly, his death becomes a murder investigation. The Georgia Bureau of Investigation with Special
Agent Will Trent, come in to assist in a case that may push them to the breaking point. This is a story that is
startlingly sinister, and irrepressibly human. Previous titles by the author include: UNDONE, FRACTURED,
BEYOND REACH, FAITHLESS, among others.

Genre: Price: $24.99 Form: CD MP3

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423342410 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Bullet

by Hamilton, Laurell K. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 15 CDs / 19 Hours. An Anita Blake, Vampire Novel - following FLIRT. The triumvirate
created by master vampire Jean-Claude, necromancer Anita Blake, and werewolf Richard Zeeman has made
Jean-Claude one of the most powerful vampires in the U.S. He's consolidating power in himself and those loyal
to him. But assassins are coming to kill them all. Anita knows they're coming, but even being forewarned
doesn't mean you can win.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780143145622 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: June 2010

Buried Secrets

by Finder, Joseph (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. This is the 2nd thriller in the Nick Heller series, following
VANISHED. Heller is a "private spy" who finds out things people want to keep hidden. This time he finds
himself in the middle of a life-or-death situation that's both high-profile and intensely personal as he tries to
locate the daughter of an old family friend and hedge fund titan. Alexandra is being held prisoner in an
underground crypt, a camera trained on her, her suffering streaming live on the Internet for all to see. But to
find out where she is being held, Nick has to find out why?

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209573 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Burned

by Cast, P. C. (Author); Cast, Kristin (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours.A House of Night Novel - 7th in the bestselling series. With BURNED,
award-winning authors P.C. and Kristin Cast take readers deeper into the dark, sexy world of Zoey Redbird,
Steve Rae, Aphrodite, and the rest of the cast as they deal with a powerful fallen angel, hateful frenemies, and
jealous boyfriends, as well as the most dangerous threat to the House of Night - and the world - yet. YA
appropriate.

Genre: Price: $21.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427208767 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Burning Lamp

by Quick, Amanda (Author); Flosnik, Anne (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $41.99. An Arcane Society Novel - 2nd of the Dreamlight Trilogy,
following THE PERFECT POISON. The Arcane Society was born in turmoil when the friendship of its two
founders evolved into a fierce rivalry. Nicholas Winters' efforts led to the creation of a device of unknown
powers called the Burning Lamp. Each generation of male descendants who inherits it is destined to develop
multiple talents - and the curse of madness. Lord Griffin Winters is convinced he has the curse, but even as he
arranges a meeting with the mysterious women Adelaide Pyne, he has no idea how closely their fates are bound.

Genre: Price: $34.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423389743 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Burning Wire, The

by Deaver, Jeffery (Author)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. Bestselling and award-winning author Jeffery Deaver brings back fan
favourite do Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs with the plot development that everyone's been waiting for.
THE BURNING WIRE finds Rhyme, Sachs and the cast of characters from Deaver's earlier books in a
breathless two-day race to stop a twisted killer, whose horrific weapon of choice is the very energy that powers
our lives. Previous titles include: ROADSIDE CROSSES and THE BODIES LEFT BEHIND.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304208 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Burning Wire, The

by Deaver, Jeffery (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 14 CDs / 16 Hours. Bestselling and award-winning author Jeffery Deaver brings back fan
favourite do Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs with the plot development that everyone's been waiting for.
THE BURNING WIRE finds Rhyme, Sachs and the cast of characters from Deaver's earlier books in a
breathless two-day race to stop a twisted killer, whose horrific weapon of choice is the very energy that powers
our lives. Previous titles include: ROADSIDE CROSSES and THE BODIES LEFT BEHIND.

Genre: Price: $64.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304222 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Burnt Mountain

by Siddons, Anne Rivers (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs. Thayer Wentworth married Aengus, an Irish professor, and they moved to her
grandmother's home in Atlanta, not far from her beloved childhood summer camp. Aengus is invited to the
camp to tell old Irish tales to the campers and begins to spend less and less time at home. Thayer begins to
realize something is not quite right at Camp Forever, and that the man she married is not the man she thought
she knew. A dramatic tale of love and betrayal within a wealthy Southern family from the bestselling author of
OFF SEASON.

Genre: Price: $49.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882497 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Click: The Magic of Instant Connections

by Brafman, Ori (Author); Brafman, Rom (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. In a page-turning narrative in the fashion of thir previous book, SWAY, the authors
explore those peak moments in our lives when people or hobbies or activities fully engage our attention - when
the "click" with us. Drawing from recent research in psychology and sociology, and told through the same kinds
of engaging stories that made SWAY a NEW YORK TIMES bestseller, CLICK takes us on a roller coaster
journey of discovery into those moments in our lives when we are "in the zone" - when the rest of the world
drops away and everything seems to fall into place.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307735096 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Cookbook Collector, The

by Goodman, Allegra (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Two sisters, opposite in ever way. Twenty-eight-year-old Emily is the pragmatic CEO of
a Silicon Valley startup, Veritech. Twenty-three-year-old Jessamine is a grad student in philosophy, an
environmental activist, and a part-timer at Yorick's Used and Rare Books in Berkeley. Emily's success in the dot
com bubble has its costs, while Jess's work on a cache of rare cookbooks pulls her closer to her charming,
arrogant employer. A tantalizing novel about appetite, temptation, and fulfillment - a "Sense and Sensibility" for
the Internet Age - from the bestselling author of INTUITION.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307736840 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Council of Dads, The: Family, Fatherhood, and Life Lessons to Leave My Daughters

by Feiler, Bruce S. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. As a young father with a diagnosis of cancer, Bruce Feiler reached out
to six men, from all the passages in his life. He asked them to be present through the passages in his daughters'
lives. He called the group , "The Council of Dads." This is Feiler's moving, illuminating new work that touches
on life and death, love and fatherhood, and offers inspiration for us all. From the author of WALKING THE
BIBLE, ABRAHAM and WHERE GOD WAS BORN.

Genre: Price: $38.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061988493 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Courage and Consequence: My Life As a Conservative in the Fight

by Rove, Karl (Author, Read by)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. Known as "the Architect" of George W. Bush's presidency, Karl Rove's
access to Bush and view of his presidency is unparalleled. In this memoir, Rove takes the reader into the heart
of Bush's rise to the Texas governorship and behind closed doors in the White House. With never-before-details
about his own controversial career, the legacy of the Bush presidency, and America during its most trying
moments, Rove intimately relates the joys and pains of a life in service of conservative conviction. Canadian
Media, inclusive of the CBC News and The National have already expressed interest in this political memoir.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442334069 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: March 2010

Crashers

by Haynes, Dana (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. Whenever a plane goes down in the U.S., a "Go Team" made up of
experts is assembled by the National Transportation Safety Board to investigate. Those people are known
informally as "Crashers." When a passenger plane slams into the ground outside Portland, Oregon, the
"Crashers" quickly get to work. They discover that the plane was deliberately brought down and the people
responsible are preparing for another action. A brilliantly conceived, high-energy thriller.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427212153 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Cure

by Cook, Robin (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. New York City medical examiner Laurie Montgomery and her
husband, fellow medical examiner Jack Stapleton investigate the death of CIA agent Kevin Markham in what
appears to be a poisoning. Together they discover associations to a large pharmaceutical company and several
biomedical start-ups dealing with stem-cell research. Laurie and Jack race to connect the dots before they are
consumed in a dangerous game of biotech espionage. A medical thriller from the bestselling author of
INTERVENTION and FOREIGN BODY.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142428108 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: August 2010

Dangerous

by Palmer, Diana (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $41.99. NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Diana Palmer
delivers a sweeping new tale of adventure and romance in the West. As they combine forces in a dangerous
investigation, the stakes rise ever higher. Winnie's life is on the line, and she'll need FBI agent Kilraven more
than ever. But if they are to have a future together, her ruthless Texan will need to confront his past and risk it
all for their love. Diana Palmer has over 42 million copies of her books in print. Her most recent books include:
LAWMAN, FEARLESS and HEARTLESS.

Genre: Price: $34.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423382645 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Dark Blood

by MacBride, Stuart (Author, Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. A Logan McRae Thriller - from the bestselling author of COLD GRANITE and BLIND
EYE. Martin Knox has served his time, so why shouldn't he be allowed to live wherever he wants? Yes, in the
past he was a violent rapist, but he's seen the error of his ways. Found God. Wants to leave his dark past in
Newcastle behind him and make a new start. Or so he says. Detective Sergeant Logan McRae isn't exactly
thrilled to be part of the team helping Knox settle into his new Aberdeen home. Things are about to go very,
very wrong.

Genre: Price: $32.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Limit ISBN-13: 9780007357635 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Dark Flame

by Noel, Alyson (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 10 Hours. True love never dies. From #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
Alyson Noel comes the highly anticipated 4th book in the Immortals series, following EVERMORE, BLUE
MOON, and SHADOWLAND. "A mesmerizing tale of teenager angst, love and sacrifice... The startling but
satisfying ending shows that Noel knows how to keep her audience hooked." - PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
(Starred Review).

Genre: Price: $21.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Macmillan Audio ISBN-13: 9781427209887 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010
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Dead Like You

by James, Peter (Author)

ABRIDGED CD. This is the 6th novel in the Detective Superintendent Roy Grace series, following DEAD
TOMORROW. A serial rapist is terrorizing Brighton. The victims' shoes were always taken by the offender.
The crimes are very similar to a series of unsolved crimes in 1997. Is Grace dealing with a copycat, or has
"Shoe Man" resurfaced? Soon Grace and his team will find themselves in a desperate race against the clock to
identify and save the life of the new sixth victim.

Genre: Price: $26.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Macmillan Audio ISBN-13: 9780230745032 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Death Echo

by Lowell, Elizabeth (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. Former CIA agent Emma Cross finds herself caught in the middle of
an international incident. Lucky for her she's got a new partner as menacing and distrustful as the worst enemy
she's ever faced and as deadly. NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell cuts a new edge in
romantic suspense with this thrilling tale of passion, danger and intrigue.

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061988523 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Deliver Us from Evil

by Baldacci, David (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 12 CDs. Following the success of his NEW YORK TIMES bestsellers TRUE BLUE and
FIRST FAMILY, David Baldacci returns with a new thriller featuring Shaw, the shadowy operative from THE
WHOLE TRUTH and photojournalist Katie James. They are reunited in a deadly duel of nerve and wits against
a surprising enemy and led around the world at a breakneck pace.

Genre: Price: $49.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781600249648 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Devil and Sherlock Holmes, The: Tales of Murder, Madness, and Obsession

by Grann, David (Author); Deakins, Mark (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 8 Hours. Acclaimed NEW YORKER writer and author of the breakout debut
bestseller THE LOST CITY OF Z, David Grann offers a collection of spellbinding narrative journalism. Grann
revels in telling stories that explore the nature of obsession and that piece together true and unforgettable
mysteries. Throughout the collection, Grann's hypnotic accounts display the power - and often the willful
perversity - of the human spirit. Compulsively readable, this is a brilliant mosaic of ambition, madness, passion
and folly.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307734570 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: March 2010
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Dragongirl: Anne Mccaffrey's Dragonriders of Pern

by McCaffrey, Todd (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $46.99. For readers of Anne McCaffrey's beloved Pern series comes
the 3rd solo Dragonriders novel from NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Todd J. McCaffrey. In this sequel
to the bestselling DRAGONHEART, Fiona must learn to balance responsibility and ambition, help a friend
discover her own place among the dragonriders, and solve the mystery of the illness that threatens the very
survival of Pern.

Genre: Price: $38.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423373353 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Eaarth: Making a Life on a Tough New Planet

by McKibben, Bill (Author); Grupper, Adam (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 6 CDs / 7 Hours. The title is not a typo - McKibben has changed the spelling of "Earth" to
"Eaarth" to make a point of how humans have so damaged the planet, it might as well have a new spelling. This
book is a manifesto, based on informed reporting, of the new realities of economic and cultural life on a
changed planet Earth. The author of THE END OF NATURE, says we must focus on conserving what we have.
Rather than dreading an inevitable collapse, McKibben says we must manage our descent gracefully. Only by
scaling down can we hope to sustain our lives on Earth.

Genre: Price: $35.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209498 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: March 2010

Eat the Cookie... Buy the Shoes: Giving Yourself Permission to Lighten Up

by Meyer, Joyce (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs. Using story after story from the Bible, Joyce Meyers describes celebration after
celebration - all ordered by God - and the way that they enhanced people's ability to live productive, happy
lives. Balance is a core value in life and every once in awhile we deserve to indulge in a guilty pleasure or two.
So don't feel bad about straying from your goals every once-in-awhile and in fact, embrace it: eat the cookie and
buy the shoes! From the #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of NEVER GIVE UP!.

Genre: Price: $29.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881858 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Edge of Apocalypse Unabridged Cd

by Lahayen, Tim P. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. This exciting new novel - 1st in a new series from the coauthor of the Left Behind series -
pulls readers into an adrenaline-fueled, political thriller chronicling the beginning of The End: the earth-
shattering events leading up to the Apocalypse foretold in Revelation.

Genre: Fiction / General / Suspense Price: $37.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Zondervan Books ISBN-13: 9780310326298 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Elegy for April

by Black, Benjamin (Author); Dalton, Timothy (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 9 Hours. John Banville is back - writing as Benjamin Black in this 3rd installment
in the Quirke series. In ELEGY FOR APRIL, Quirke - the hard drinking, insatiably curious Dublin pathologist
is determined to find his daughter's best friend, a well-connected doctor. With the help of his old sparring
partner, D.I. Hackett, they follow April's trail through some of the darker byways of the city and encounter
complicated and ugly truths about family savagery, Catholic ruthlessness, and race hatred.

Genre: Price: $41.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Pan Macmillan ISBN-13: 9781427209450 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Every Last One

by Quindlen, Anna (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs. This moving and surprising new novel by beloved author Anna Quindlen is about
a suburban family and the unintended, explosive consequences of what seem like small, casual actions. Previous
NEW YORK TIMES bestsellers include: RISE AND SHINE, BLESSINGS and BLACK AND BLUE, among
others.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442334007 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Executive Intent

by Brown, Dale (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of ROGUE FORCES is back
with another action-packed tale of intrigue and technological weaponry that pits the world's superpowers in a
contest for dominance of space as well as Earth's oceans.

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061629624 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Executor, The

by Kellerman, Jesse (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 10 Hours. Perpetual graduate student Joseph Geist is at his wit's end. His
girlfriend kicked him out; he's hit a dead end on his dissertation; his funding has been cut off. Desperate for
income, he responds to a curious ad in the newspaper: someone is searching for a conversationalist. And so
Joseph meets Alma Spielman: a woman who, with her old-world ways and razor-sharp mind, is his intellectual
soul mate. How is he to know that what seems to be the best decision of his life is the one that will seal his fate?
A masterful and inventive thriller from the author of THE GENIUS.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427736 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Faculty Club, The: A Novel

by Tobey, Danny (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 8 Hours. This is an ingenious and gripping thriller set at the world's most
exclusive law school. But something dark is stirring behind the ivy. When a mysterious club promises success
beyond his wildest dreams, rising star of first-year class, Jeremy Davis, uncovers a macabre secret older than
the university itself. In a race against time, Jeremy must stop an ancient ritual that will sacrifice the lives of
those he loves most and blur the lines between good and evil. This debut novel is a contemporary thriller in the
tradition of THE DANTE CLUB and RULE OF FOUR.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442306080 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Falcon Seven

by Huston, James (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. Two Navy fliers in an F/A-18 are shot down in the mountains of
Pakistan after bombing a suspected al Qaeda meeting. They are captured and then taken secretly to The Hague,
where they will be put on trial for war crimes at the International Criminal Court. The building they bombed
was actually a medical post set up by Europeans for Afghan refugees, and sixty innocent people were killed.
Huston's potent mix of international intrigue, sizzling courtroom drama, and high-intensity action combine to
make this heart-stopping thriller a must-read. From the author of MARINE ONE.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427210128 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Fatal Alliance

by Williams, Sean (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Note: The full title is STAR WARS: THE OLD REPUBLIC: FATAL ALLIANCE. The
same parntership between LucasArts and BioWare that brought the critically acclaimed, fan-favourite game
STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC are joining forces to develop a brand-new, cutting-edge,
groundbreaking online STAR WARS multiplayer online video game. This is the prequel novel!

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307736963 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Fever Dream

by Child, Lincoln (Author); Preston, Douglas (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 12 CDs. From the bestselling authors of CEMETERY DANCE comes a shocking thriller
as Pendergast returns in his most personal case yet - the murder of his wife Helen. When he embarks on a quest
to uncover the mystery of her death, Pendergast learns that she had secrets she wished to keep hidden. Now he
finds himself faced with the question: who was the woman he married?

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881940 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Flirt

by Hamilton, Laurell K. (Author);

UNABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 5 Hours. An Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Novel. Note: The Cloth Edition of this
title was listed in Whitehots Winter 2010 catalogue. This time Anita is dealing with the most dangerous of
clients - one who won't take no for an answer.

Genre: Price: $37.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142428016 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: February 2010

Fly Away Home: A Novel

by Weiner, Jennifer (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 12 CDs / 13 Hours.  Sylvie has spent the last thirty-eight years being the ideal politician's
wife. After a painful public betrayal, she retreats to her grandmother's rambling seaside home in Connecticut to
ride out the scandal and find herself again. She is joined by her two daughters who are also in failed
relationships. Together, this family of women find their voices, their purpose, and the power they've had all
along. Written with Weiner's signature blend of heartbreak and humor, as in her previous book BEST
FRIENDS FOREVER.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442316867 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

For the Win

by Doctorow, Cory (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Imbued with the same lively, subversive spirit and thrilling storytelling that made LITTLE
BROTHER an international sensation, FOR THE WIN is a prophetic and inspiring call-to-arms for a new
generation who are engrossed in multiplayer online games. Young Adult Fiction from a Canadian author.
Dewey Diva pick by Rosayln Steele.

Genre: Price: $59.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307710697 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Foreign Influence

by Thor, Brad (Author)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours.  This is the 9th novel to feature Navy SEAL turned covert operative Scot
Harvath whose mission is to target America's enemies - both foreign and domestic. This latest assignment has
Harvath investigating abroad when a group of American college students is killed in a bombing in Rome.
Simultaneously, a young woman is struck by a Yellow taxi in a hit-and-run on Chicago's west side. Harvath
uncovers a shocking connection and races to prevent one of the most audacious and unthinkable acts of war in
the history of mankind.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9780743579353 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Girl Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest, The

by Larsson, Stieg (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $48.00. Final novel in the Millennium Trilogy - an international
phenomenon - with over 21 million copies sold worldwide. As the novel opens, Lisbeth Salander - the heart and
soul of Larsson's two previous novels (THE GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE and THE GIRL WITH THE
DRAGON TATTOO) - is under close supervision in the intensive care unit of a provincial Swedish city
hospital. And she's fighting for her life, and plotting her revenge against the man who tried to kill her, and the
government institutions that very nearly destroyed her life.

Genre: LITERATURE AND FICTION MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE Price: $40.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739384190 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Glass Rainbow, The

by Burke, James Lee (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 13 CDs / 15 Hours. This is the much-anticipated new novel in the Dave Robicheaux
series, following the NEW YORK TIMES bestseller SWAN PEAK. Detective Dave Robicheaux is back home
in New Iberia Parish and once again on the trail of a killer. But when his best friend is accused of murder and
his daughter gets involved with some shady business, Robicheaux will need to muster every ounce of guts, wit,
and investigative chops he has to solve the case.

Genre: Price: $64.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304314 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

God Never Blinks - 50 Lessons for Life's Little Detours

by Brett, Regina (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Already an Internet phenomenon, these insightful lessons by popular newspaper columnist
and Pulitzer Prize-finalist Regina Brett will make this the inspirational book of the year. When Regina turned
50, she wrote a column on the 50 lessons life had taught her. Now she takes the 50 lessons and expands on them
in essays that are deeply personal, but will strike a chord with anyone who has ever gone through tough times -
and haven't we all?

Genre: Price: $29.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881681 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ, The

by Pullman, Philip (Author, Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $23.99. From the writer of the controversial THE GOLDEN
COMPASS comes an articulation of his belief through the "myth" of the life of Jesus Christ. This book of
fiction will provide a new account of the life of Jesus, challenging the gospels and arguing that the version in
the New Testament was shaped by the apostle Paul. This book is part of the Myth series. "Parts of it read like a
novel, parts like a history, and parts like a fairy tale. I wanted it to be like that because it is, among other things,
a story about how stories becomes stories." - Phillip Pullman.

Genre: Price: $19.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781441857958 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Good Son, The

by Gruber, Michael (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $35.95. Somewhere in Pakistan, Sonia Laghari and eight fellow
members of a symposium on peace are being held captive by armed terrorists. Sonia, a deeply religious woman
as well as a Jungian psychologist, has become the de facto leader of the kidnapped group. While her son Theo,
an ex-Delta soldier, uses his military connections to find and free the victims, Sonia tries to keep them all alive
by working her way into the kidnappers' psyches and interpreting their dreams. From the NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author of AIR AND SHADOWS.

Genre: Fiction / General / Contemporary Price: $29.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Blackstone Audio, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781441737298 Pages: 11 Pub. Date: May 2010

Hannah's List

by Macomber, Debbie (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $41.99. #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of TWENTY
WISHES brings readers another heartwarming tale of life and love on Blossom Street. On the anniversary of his
beloved wife's death, Dr. Michael Everett receives a letter Hannah had written him. In it she reminds him of her
love and makes one final request. An impossible request: "I want you to marry again." She tells him he
shouldn't spend the years he has left grieving her. And to that end she's chosen three women she asks him to
consider. As readers know, Macomber understands what's in a woman's heart.

Genre: Price: $34.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423347798 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Happy

by Smith, Ian K. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. Bestselling author, medical/diet expert, TV host of "Celebrity Fit Club,"
and a weekly feature on "The Rachael Ray Show," Ian Smith turns his motivational fire-power to an
overwhelming and universal need: discovering the keys to personal contentment and well-being. In HAPPY,
Smith presents a program that motivates readers to understand the behaviours and mind-sets that work and last.

Genre: Price: $35.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427208644 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Heart of the Matter

by Giffin, Emily (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. Author of four blockbuster bestselling novels - SOMETHING
BORROWED, SOMETHING BLUE, BABY PROOF and LOVE THE ONE YOU'RE WITH - delivers her
most layered and emotionally novel to date. In alternating points of view, Griffin tells a story of three good
people caught in an untenable triangle, each questioning everything they once believed about love and loyalty.
And each, ultimately, discovering what is truly at the heart of the matter.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209610 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Hellhound on His Trail: The Stalking of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the International Hunt  ...

by Sides, Hampton (Author, Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. From the author of GHOST SOLDIERS comes a taut, intense narrative about the
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., and the largest manhunt in American history. With relentless
storytelling drive, Sides follows escaped thief and conman Eric Galt (whose real name was James Earl Ray) and
King as they crisscross America, one stalking the other, until the crushing moment at the Lorraine Motel when
the drifter catches up with his prey. Sides gives a riveting narrative of the assassin's flight and the 65-day search
that led investigators to Canada, Portugal, and England.

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739358924 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Hitch-22: A Memoir

by Hitchens, Christopher (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs. Christopher Hitchens, author of GOD IS NOT GREAT, contains multitudes. He
sees all sides of an argument. And he believes the personal is political. This is the story of his life, lived large.
Despite being one of the most fascinating literary journalists at work today, Hitchens has not written much
about his personal life. HITCH-22 promises to be both informative and entertaining and will no doubt generate
strong media interest.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882329 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Honor

by Patterson, Richard North (Author); Lloyd, John Bedford (Read by);

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 13.5 Hours. Note new title: IN THE NAME OF HONOR. Home from Iraq, a
lieutenant kills his commanding officer. Was it self-defense or premeditated murder? This is a courtroom
thriller about the high cost of war and secrets of two families with a tangled history. From the bestselling and
critically acclaimed author of THE SPIRE and EXILE, among others.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209474 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Hypnotist, The

by Rose, M. J. (Author); Gigante, Phil  (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $41.99. International bestselling author M. J. Rose conjures a
mesmerizing follow-up to the first two books in her unique reincarnation series - THE REINCARNATIONIST
and THE MEMORIST. Can we know who we are if we don't know who we were? Who owns the art and soul
of our civilization? THE HYPNOTIST is a novel that will keep you turning pages and asking questions.
"Haunting, lyrical...Not to be missed." - James Rollins.

Genre: Price: $34.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423390220 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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I'll Mature When I'm Dead

by Barry, Dave (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. This is a brilliantly funny exploration of the treacherous state of
adulthood by the Pultizer Prize-winning humorist, and author of DAVE BARRY'S HISTORY OF THE
MILLENNIUM (SO FAR). In hilarious, brand-new pieces, Dave tackles everything from fatherhood, self-
image, the battle of the sexes, celebrityhood, technology, parenting styles, certain unmentionable medical
procedures, and much more.

Genre: Price: $37.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427774 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: May 2010

Imperial Bedrooms

by Ellis, Bret Easton (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 660 Minutes. Bret Ellis follows the infamous teenagers from his first novel LESS
THAN ZERO into an even more desperate middle age. Clay a successful screenwriter, has returned from New
York to Los Angeles to help cast his new movie, and he's soon drifting through a long-familiar circle. But soon
Clay's own demons emerge once he meets a gorgeous young actress determined to win a role in his movie. And
when his life careens out of control, he's forced to come to terms with the deepest recesses of his character.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307735058 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Infinity: Chronicles of Nick

by Kenyon, Sherrilyn (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. From the #1 NEW YORK TIMES phenomenon Sherrilyn Kenyon
comes the 1st novel in her brand new young adult series, The Chronicles of Nick. At fourteen, Nick thinks he
knows everything about the world around him, until the night when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a
mysterious warrior who has more fighting skills than Chuck Norris, Nick is sucked into the realm of the Dark-
Hunters immortal vampire slayers who risk everything to save humanity.

Genre: Price: $21.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Macmillan Audio ISBN-13: 9781427209092 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Innocent

by Turow, Scott (Author); Hermann, Edward (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 14 CDs. This is the sequel to the genre-defining, landmark bestseller PRESUMED
INNOCENT originally published in HC 1987. Now two decades later, INNOCENT continues the story of
Rusty Sabich and Tommy Molto who are, once again, twenty years later, pitted against each other in a riveting
psychological match after the mysterious death of Rusty's wife.

Genre: Price: $49.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781600249211 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Insatiable

by Cabot, Meg (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. This is a brilliantly funny, modern day sequel to DRACULA with the
kind of twist only NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Meg Cabot can imagine!

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061988516 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Inside Out

by Eisler, Barry (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. The CIA has avoided scandal by "accidentally" destroying videotapes that show American
soldiers waterboarding, but in truth, waterboarding was standard operating procedure and the CIA videotaped it
all. Under political pressure, the CIA has executed twelve men shown to be tortured. Worse, the tapes still
exist...and the CIA is being blackmailed. Now Ben Treven, returns - off the the CIA books - to find and take out
the blackmailer. An action-packed and politically charged thriller from the author of FAULT LINE.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715432 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Invisible Bridge, The: A Novel

by Orringer, Julie (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 17 CDs / 1,200 Minutes. This is Julie Orringer's astonishing first novel - eagerly awaited
since the publication of her heralded bestselling short story collection, HOW TO BREATHE UNDERWATER.
It is an epic tale that tells the unforgettable story of three brothers bound by history and love, of a marriage
tested by disaster, of a Jewish family's struggle against annihilation, and of the dangerous power of art in a time
of war.

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307713544 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Island Beneath the Sea

by Allende, Isabel (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs. Spanning four decades, this is the moving story of the intertwined lives of Tete, a
teenage slave of an African mother and a white sailor, and of Valmorain, a plantation owner's son. It's the story
of one woman's determination to find love amid loss, to offer humanity though her own has been battered, and
to forge her own identity in the cruelest of circumstances. From the international bestselling author of INES OF
MY SOUL.

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061993626 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Island, The: A Novel

by Hilderbrand, Elin (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs. From NEW YORK TIMES bestseller Elin Hilderbrand, a new novel set on
Tuckernuck Island off the coast of Nantucket. Four women - a mother, her sister, and two grown daughters -
head to Tuckernuck for a retreat, hoping to escape their troubles. Instead, they find only drama, secrets, and life-
changing revelations. A captivating novel of summer and surprises from the author of CASTAWAYS,
BAREFOOT, THE SHACK, among others.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882404 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Lake Shore Limited, The

by Miller, Sue (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 600 Minutes. Unforgettable characters beckon readers into this new novel from
the bestselling author of THE SENATOR'S WIFE. The story centers around a play, "The Lake Shore," written
by Wilhelmina "Billy" Gertz. It is about a terrorist bombing of a train as it pulls into Union Station in Chicago
and about a man waiting to hear the fate of his estranged wife who is traveling on it. Sue Miller's novel deals
with the dislocations wrought in our lives by accidents of fate and time and how we try to make peace with who
we become in circumstances beyond our control.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715111 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Last Christian, The: A Novel

by Gregory, David (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Missionary daughter Abigail Caldwell emerges from the jungle for the first time in her 34
years, the sole survivor of a disease that wiped out her village. Abby goes to America and discovers a nation
where Christianity died out. But a larger threat looms. Brain transplants have begun, and with them comes the
promise of eternal existence. Abby and Professor Daniels uncover a plot to force the entire planet to convert to
this "transhuman" status - forever losing all possibility of a connection with God. Abby is determined to save
her faith. From the bestselling author of DINNER WITH A PERFECT STRANGER.

Genre: Price: $35.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715197 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Last Stand, The: Custer, Sitting Bull, and the Battle of the Little Bighorn

by Philbrick, Nathaniel (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 14 Hours. The bestselling author of MAYFLOWER (a Pulitzer Prize finalist, a
Best Book of the Year by THE NEW YORK TIMES) sheds new light on one of the iconic stories of the
American West. Philbrick reminds readers that the Battle of the Little Bighorn, June 1876, also mythologized as
Custer's Last Stand, was also, even in victory, the last stand for the Sioux and Cheyenne Indian nations. Within
a few years of the battle, all the major tribal leaders would be confined to Indian reservations. This is a story
that continues to haunt our collective imaginations.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427699 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Left Hand of God, The

by Hoffman, Paul (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 13 Hours. This is the first novel in an epic, ambitious trilogy that will prove
irresistible to the readers who have turned the Inheritance Cycle, Twilight, and his Dark Materials series into
publishing phenomena. THE LEFT HAND OF GOD is the story of sixteen-year-old Thomas Cale, who has
grown up imprisoned at the Sanctuary of the Redeemers, a fortress run by a secretive sect of warrior monks in a
distant, dystopian past. He is one of thousands of boys who train all day in hand-to-hand combat, in preparation
for a holy war that only High Priests know is now imminent.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142428238 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: June 2010

Liar's Lullaby, The

by Gardiner, Meg (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $44.50. When you have to take on the White House there's only one
woman to call - Jo Beckett. When a rock singer is killed onstage during a concert, Jo Beckett is called in to
perform a psychological autopsy. But Tasia McFarland's death causes Jo all kinds of problems, because Tasia is
the ex-wife of the President of the United States. From the author of THE MEMORY COLLECTOR, also
featuring Jo Beckett, forensic psychologist.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781441820013 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Lion, The

by DeMille, Nelson (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 19 CDs. Nelson DeMille returns with his highly-anticipated sequel to THE LION'S
GAME (2000). John Corey, former NYPD homicide detective and now a special agent for the Terrorist Task
Force, is back. Unfortunately for Corey, so is Asad Khalil, the notorious Libyan terrorist otherwise known as
"The Lion." Khalil has returned to America to make good on his threats to take care of unfinished business.

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882206 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Live to Tell

by Gardner, Lisa (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. In her most shocking thriller yet, bestselling author of THE NEIGHBOR, brings back her
troubled and brilliant heroine, Sergeant Detective D. D. Warren. Her case this time: an entire family wiped out
in a seemingly senseless fit of violence. But to look closer is to see that the most devastating crimes are the ones
closest to home, and solving them brings Warren closer to the edge than she's ever been before. A thriller that's
in full throttle and never lets up.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739366660 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010
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Living Dead, The: The Beginning

by Romero, George (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. This novel follows different groups of people as they react to an epidemic of zombies,
working together or, for some, using their limited knowledge of zombies to try to survive. But is survival even
possible? Or desirable? Legendary film director George A. Romero, the greatest authority on modern-day
zombies delivers the debut horror novel that fans have been waiting for - the story of the origins of the living
dead.

Genre: Price: $35.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882428 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Lost River

by Booth, Stephen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. A Ben Cooper and Diane Fry Mystery - 10th in the series, following THE KILL CALL. A
May Bank Holiday in the Peak District is ruined by the tragic drowning of an eight-year-old girl. For Detective
Constable Ben Cooper, a helpless witness to the tragedy, the incident is not only traumatic, but leads him to
become involved in the tangled lives of the dead girl's family which leads to a secret that the whole family
might be willing to cover up.

Genre: Price: $32.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Limit ISBN-13: 9780007357598 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Lost Summer of Louisa May Alcott, The

by McNees, Kelly O'Connor (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 9 Hours. Millions of readers have fallen in love with LITTLE WOMEN. But how
could Louisa May Alcott - who never had a romance - write so convincingly of love and heartbreak without
experiencing it herself? Deftly mixing fact and fiction, Kelly O'Connor McNees imagines a love affair that
would threaten Louisa's writing career - and inspire the story of Jo and Laurie in LITTLE WOMEN. Stuck in a
small town in New Hampshire in 1855, Louisa finds herself torn between a love that takes her by surprise and
her dream of independence as a writer in Boston. The choice comes with a steep price.

Genre: Price: $37.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427811 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: April 2010

Lover Mine

by Ward, J. R. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 18 CDs / 23 Hours. A Novel of the Black Dagger Brotherhood - 8th in the series, from the
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of LOVER AVENGED. John Matthew has come a long way since he
was found living among humans, his vampire nature unknown. Taken in by The Brotherhood, no one could
guess what his true history was - or his true identity. Xhex has long steeled herself against the attraction to John.
Until fate intervenes and she discovers that love, like destiny is inevitable.

Genre: Price: $62.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780143145783 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Lucid Intervals

by Woods, Stuart (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 6 CDs / 7 Hours. A Stone Barrington Novel. Stone Barrington and his former cop partner,
Dino, are enjoying some pasta at a restaurant when in walks former client and all-round sad sack Herbie
Fisher...with a briefcase containing $14 million in cash. Herbie says he won it in a lottery and now he needs a
lawyer. After a single gunshot breaks the window above Herbie's head and sends diners scrambling, Stone and
Dino suggest that Herbie might need a bodyguard and a private investigator, too. Always entertaining - from the
author of LOITERING WITH INTENT.

Genre: Price: $37.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427729 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: April 2010

Lucy

by Gonzales, Laurence (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 630 Minutes. An explosive, daring novel that suggests what might happen when a
young girl is discovered to be the result of the experimental breeding of human and ape. Lucy, the 14-year-old
daughter of a primatologist, a girl who has had only apes as playmates, is rescued from the jungles of the Congo
during a civil war uprising and brought to live in the suburbs of Chicago. Here is a novel that has as its
underpinnings the moral, ethical, and philosophical issues of cutting-edge biotechnology, genetic engineering,
and cloning, and that masterfully explores what it means to be human.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307735355 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Matter of Trust

by Pilcher, Robin (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 13 Hours. Note title: THE LONG WAY HOME. In the vein of Maeve Binchy,
Rosamunde Pilcher, and Nicholas Sparks, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Robin Pilcher returns with
his most enchanting novel yet, filled with captivating twists and turns of heart. Claire and her husband Art
return to Scotland to take care of an ailing relative who can no longer live on his own. They become involved in
a dramatic conflict over his property and how it can be developed. THE LONG WAY HOME, a masterful novel
by a master storyteller, will keep readers on the edge of their seats.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209634 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: March 2010

Memory, The

by Brashares, Ann (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 10 Hours. Note: The correct title is MY NAME IS MEMORY. From the author
of THE SISTERHOOD OF THE TRAVELING PANTS comes an imaginative, magical book - a love story that
lasts more than one lifetime. Daniel has spent centuries falling in love with the same girl: Sophia. Daniel has
"the memory," the ability to recall past lives and recognize the souls of those he's previously known. Interwoven
through Sophia and Daniel's unfolding present day relationship are glimpses of their expansive history together.
From 552 Asia Minor to 1972 Virginia, the two souls share a long and sometimes tortuous path.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427828 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Men and Dogs

by Crouch, Katie (Author); Zackman, Gabra (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs. When Hannah was 11, her father disappeared. Her family accepted the fact, but
Hannah remained steadfastly convinced of his imminent return. Now, twenty years later, Hannah sets out on an
uproarious, dangerous quest to solve the mystery of her missing father, a journey that will test the whole
family's concepts of faith and loyalty. Much like Julia Roberts in MY BEST FRIEND'S WEDDING, Hannah
follows the misguided impulses of a heart that's in the right place. From the author of the bestseller GIRLS IN
TRUCKS.

Genre: Price: $35.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881834 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Miracle on the 17th Green

by Patterson, James (Author); de Jonge, Peter (Author); Linden, Hal (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Just in time for the golf season, James Patterson's classic heart-warming novel about the
power of family - originally published in 1996 - is beautifully repackaged for a new generation of golfers. The
story focuses on the life of Travis McKinley who feels that he has accomplished nothing of consequence in his
life. Then one day he plays a round of golf and finds himself for the first time in the zone - playing life a pro. In
astonishing short order, he finds himself playing in the PGA Senior Open at Pebble Beach, where a miracle
takes place.

Genre: Price: $29.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882022 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Moment of Glory: The Year Tiger Lost His Swing and Underdogs Ruled the Majors

by Feinstein, John (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. After winning 6 of the 12 Majors from 2000 to 2002, Tiger Woods struggled in 2003.
Four unknown players would seize the day, rising to become champions in his wake. The four include Mike
Weir (The Masters), Jim Furyk (U.S. Open), Ben Curtis (British Open) and Shaun Michael (PGA
Championship). America's favourite golf writer Feinstein chronicles the champions' ups and downs, giving
readers an insider's look into how victory (and defeat) can change players' lives.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607882008 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Murder Room, The: The Heirs of Sherlock Holmes Gather to Solve the World's Most Perplexing  ...

by Capuzzo, Michael (Author); Grupper, Adam (Read by);

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. A group of forensic investigators, drawn from five continents, to the
Downtown Club in Philadelphia, began an audacious quest: to bring the coldest killers in the world to an
accounting. Named for the first modern detective the Parisian Eugene Vidocq, the Vidocq Society meets
monthly in its secretive chambers to solve a cold murder over a gourmet lunch. Acclaimed bestselling author
Michael Capuzzo's brilliant storytelling brings true crime to life more realistically and vividly than it has ever
been portrayed before.

Genre: LITERATURE AND FICTION (GENERAL) Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9780743532648 Pages: 5 Pub. Date: August 2010
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My Fair Lazy Unabridged CDs

by Lancaster, Jen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $33.00. The author of PRETTY IN PLAID gets her culture on.
Readers have followed Jen Lancaster through job loss, weight loss, and 1980s nostalgia. Now Jen chronicles her
efforts to achieve cultural enlightenment, with some hilarious missteps and genuine moments of inspiration
along the way. And she does so by any means necessary: reading canonical literature, viewing classic films,
attending the opera, researching artisan cheeses, and even enrolling in etiquette classes to improve her social
graces. Eliza Doolitte's got nothing on Jen Lancaster - and failure IS an option.

Genre: Price: $29.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780143145790 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Naamah's Curse

by Carey, Jacqueline (Author); Named, Not Yet (Narrated by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $65.99. Moirin's Quest Trilogy. Jacqueline Carey, NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author of the Kushiel's Legacy series, delivers book two in her new lushly imagined trilogy
featuring daughter of Alba, Moirin. Far from the land of her birth, Moirin sets out across Tatar territory to find
Bao, the proud and virile Ch'in fighter who holds the missing half of her diadh-anam, the divine soul-spark of
her mother's people. NAAMAH'S KISS, the first book in the trilogy received a starred review from BOOKLIST
and PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.

Genre: Price: $54.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Tantor Media, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781400113750 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Nearest Exit

by Steinhauer, Olen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. Mio Weaver has nowhere to turn but back to the CIA in this brilliant
follow-up to the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling espionage novel THE TOURIST. Before he can get back to
the CIA's dirty work, he has to prove his loyalty to his new bosses, who know little of Milo's background and
less about who is really pulling the strings in the government above the Department of Tourism. Milo finds
himself in a dangerous position, between right and wrong, between powerful self-interested men, between
patriots and traitors - especially as a man who has nothing to lose.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209733 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

News Where You Are, The

by O'Flynn, Catherine (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $35.95. This tells the story of Frank, a local TV news presenter in
England. Beneath his awkwardly corny screen persona, Frank is haunted by disappearances: the mysterious hit-
and-run that killed his predecessor Phil Smethway; the demolition of his father's post-war architecture; and the
unmarked passing of those who die alone in the city. Frank struggles to make sense of these absences whilst
having to report endless local news stories and trying to cope with his resolutely miserable mother. A
heartbreaking, yet hilarious, novel from the author of the prize-winning WHAT WAS LOST.

Genre: Price: $29.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Blackstone Audio, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781441748225 Pages: 7 Pub. Date: July 2010
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No Mercy

by Kenyon, Sherrilyn (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. A Dark-Hunter Novel. Shapeshifter Dev Peltier thought he knew it all.
But one night when a Dark-Hunter, who is also an official member of the Dogs of War, sashays into his bar, he
realizes that he might have met his match. Samia was one of the fiercest Amazon warriors of her tribe, but an
act of betrayal made her a Dark-Hunter, and she's been annoyed ever since. But as old enemies and new move
into New Orleans, she realizes that Dev might just be the only hope she and mankind have to save the world.

Genre: LITERATURE AND FICTION ROMANCE Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209696 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Nobodies Album, The

by Parkhurst, Carolyn (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 540 Minutes. Bestselling novelist Octavia Frost has just completed her latest book
- a revolutionary novel in which she has rewritten the last chapters of her previous book, removing clues about
her personal life concealed within, especially a horrific tragedy that befell her family years ago. On her way to
deliver the manuscript to her editor, she learns that her estranged son Milo, a rock star, has been arrested for
murder. She drops everything to go to him. A dazzling literary mystery about the lengths to which some people
will go to rewrite their past.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307714718 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Oprah: A Biography

by Kelley, Kitty (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Based on three years of research and reporting as well as 850 interviews with sources,
many of whom have never before spoken for publication, OPRAH is the first comprehensive biography of one
of the most influential, powerful, and admired public figures of our time, by the most widely read biographer of
our era. Anyone who is a fan of Oprah Winfrey or who has followed her extraordinary life and career will be
fascinated and newly informed by the closely observed, detailed, and well-rounded portrait of her provided by
Kitty Kelley's exhaustively researched book.

Genre: Price: $62.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307749246 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Passage, The

by Cronin, Justin (Author)

ABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. At an army research station in Colorado, an experiment is being
conducted by the U.S. Government: twelve men are exposed to a virus meant to weaponize the human form by
super-charging the immune system. But when the experiment goes terribly wrong, terror is unleashed. This
startling and stunning thriller brings to life a unique vision of the apocalypse and plays brilliantly with vampire
mythology. Previous titles by the author include: THE SUMMER GUEST and MARY AND O'NEIL.

Genre: Price: $54.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739366509 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Postcard Killers, The

by Patterson, James (Author); Marklund, Liza (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 6 CDs. After NYPD Detective Jack Kanon's daughter and boyfriend were murdered while
on a vacation in Rome, other couples have become victims of the same sadistic killers. Now Kanon teams up
with a Swedish reporter - because every killing is preceded by a postcard to the local newspaper - and they think
they know where the next victims will be. James Patterson teams up with #1 European bestseller Liza Marklund
to create the scariest vacation thriller ever! Can be read as a stand-alone.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607883821 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Pray for Silence

by Castillo, Linda (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 11 Hours. A fast-paced thriller and psychological puzzle - 2nd in the series
featuring Police Chief Kate Burkholder. In the quiet town of Painters Mill an Amish family of seven has been
found slaughtered on their farm. Burkholder and her small force have few clues, no motive, and no suspect.
Formerly Amish herself, Kate is no stranger to secrets, but she can't get her mind around the senseless brutality
of the crime. The first book, SWORN TO SILENCE, was a NEW YORK TIMES bestseller and received great
reviews.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209719 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Predator: A Novel

by Blackstock, Terri (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Note: Suggested Can. price $38.99. In PREDATOR, the newest page-turner by bestselling
author of DOUBLE MINDS, a killer is stalking the online social network "GrapeVyne." Determined to bring
her teenage sister's murderer to justice, Krista Carmichael puts her own life on the line to bait the killer. But
when this online predator turns his sights on her, will she be able to control the outcome?

Genre: Fiction / General / Suspense Price: $32.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Zondervan ISBN-13: 9780310289111 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Private

by Patterson, James (Author); Paetro, Maxine (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs. Former Marine and CIA agent Jack Morgan inherits his father's renowned security
and detective business - along with a case load that tests him to the breaking point. On top of all that, Morgan
takes on solving the horrific murder of his best friend's wife. As Morgan fights the urge to exact brutal revenge
on that killer, he has to navigate a workplace imbroglio that could blow the roof off his elite agency. This
hypercharged thriller is in development as a major network television series.

Genre: Price: $41.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607884484 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Private Life

by Smiley, Jane (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 11 CDs / 780 Minutes. Margaret Mayfield is nearly an old maid at twenty-seven when she
marries Captain Andre Jackson Jefferson Early. He's the most famous man their Missouri town has ever
produced: a naval officer and an astronomer. But as World War II approaches, Andrew's obsession with science
takes a darker turn, forcing Margaret to reconsider the life she so carefully constructed. This is a stunning novel
- from the Pulitzer Prize-winner for A THOUSAND ACRES - that traverses the intimate landscape of one
woman's life from the 1880s to WWII.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715319 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Put on Your Crown: Life-Changing Moments on the Path to Queendom

by Latifah, Queen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Actress, model, and award-winning recording artist, Queen Latifah has been a role model
for women for more than two decades. Now, in PUT ON YOUR CROWN she reveals how strength, self-
respect, and integrity helped her create a successful and distinguished career. Through her invaluable life
experiences she shows women how they can reign in their own lives and careers, no matter what their struggles
- or their age - by building a strong sense of self-worth and self-esteem.

Genre: Price: $22.98 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Hachette Audio ISBN-13: 9781607881964 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Queen of the Night

by Jance, J. A. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. This is a multi-layered thriller in which murders past and present
connect the lives of three families. In addition to her several series, J. A. Jance also has written three interrelated
novels about the Walker Family: HOUR OF THE HUNTER, KISS OF THE BEES, and DAY OF THE DEAD.
This new novel features characters from these books.

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061988530 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Red Hook Road

by Waldman, Ayelet (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 720 Minutes. Waldman's follow-up novel to LOVE AND OTHER
IMPOSSIBLE PURSUITS explores the aftermath of a family tragedy. Set on the coast of Maine over the course
of four summers, RED HOOK ROAD tells the story of two families and of the ways in which their lives are
unraveled and stitched together by misfortune, by good intentions and failure, and by love and calamity. As she
writes with obvious affection for these unforgettable characters, Waldman skillfully interweaves life's finer
pleasures - music and literature - with the more mundane joys of living.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307735393 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010
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Red Queen, The

by Gregory, Philippa (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 14 CDs / 16 Hours. This is the 2nd book in The Cousins' War series from the bestselling
author of THE WHITE QUEEN. Believing that her piety and lineage has destined her for greatness beyond her
ordinary looks and expedient marriage, Margaret Beaufort is determined to see her son Henry on the throne of
England - regardless of the cost. And after constant battles kill any other claimants, the little boy is the last
Lancaster male to bear a claim to the throne. THE RED QUEEN once again reminds us why Philippa Gregory's
name has become synonymous with bestselling historical fiction.

Genre: Price: $64.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304888 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Return to Sender

by Michaels, Fern (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $44.50. At 17, Lin Townsend finds herself pregnant and alone. Nick
Pemberton, the baby's father, sends back her letters unopened and marked "Return to Sender. Now 19 years
later, a successful business owner, with her son about to start college, she crosses paths with Nick - a millionaire
CEO. Seeing him fills her with anger and she sets out to seek revenge. But even as her plan succeeds, Lin
begins to realize that the truth is more complicated and surprising than she imagined. From the #1 NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author of THE SCOOP.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423346128 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Rules of Betrayal

by Reich, Christopher (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 12 CDs / 840 Minutes. In 1980, a secret American B-52 crashes high in a remote
mountain range on the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. Nearly 30 years later, and spanning locales from those
peaks to New York City, a terrible truth will be revealed. Jonathan Ransom returns as the resourceful doctor
thrown into a shadowy world of double and triple agents where absolutely no one can be trusted. To stay alive,
Ransom must unravel the mystery surrounding his wife, Emma - an enigmatic and lethal spy who plays by her
own rules - and discover where her loyalties truly lie.

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739384985 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Savor the Moment

by Roberts, Nora (Author); Dawe, Angela (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $39.95. Book Three in the Bride Quartet - following VISIONS IN
WHITE and BED OF ROSES. Wedding baker Laurel McBane is surrounded by her best friends and by
romance while working at Vows wedding planning company. She's had a mega-crush since childhood on her
best friend Parker's brother, Delaney. Some infatuations last longer than others, and Laurel is convinced that he
is still out of her reach. After a mind-blowing kiss with Del - she'll have to quiet the doubts in her mind to turn a
moment of passion into forever.

Genre: Price: $34.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423368878 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Savor the Moment

by Roberts, Nora (Author)

UNABRIDGED MP3-CD. Suggested Can. price $27.99. Book Three in the Bride Quartet - following VISIONS
IN WHITE and BED OF ROSES. Wedding baker Laurel McBane is surrounded by her best friends and by
romance while working at Vows wedding planning company. She's had a mega-crush since childhood on her
best friend Parker's brother, Delaney. Some infatuations last longer than others, and Laurel is convinced that he
is still out of her reach. After a mind-blowing kiss with Del - she'll have to quiet the doubts in her mind to turn a
moment of passion into forever.

Genre: Price: $24.99 Form: CD MP3

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423368892 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Scarlet Nights

by Deveraux, Jude (Author)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. This is the 3rd book in the Edilean series, following DAYS OF GOLD and
LAVENDER MORNING. Sara and Greg are engaged to be married. But unbeknownst to Sara, Greg is a big
time fraud man, descended from a long line of con artists and thieves. In fact, his mother is also in Edilean,
incognito, masterminding a scheme to pull off the heist of a lifetime. An undercover cop, Mike Newland, tips
Sara off that her fiance is not who he seems, and asks Sara to help gather evidence against Greg. Filled with
romance, adventure and humour, this is Deveraux at her best.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304437 Pages: 6 Pub. Date: August 2010

Shadow Effect, The: Harnessing the Power of Our Dark Side

by Chopra, Deepak (Author); Williamson, Marianne (Author); Ford, Debbie (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. Now today's most popular spiritual teachers join forces in this
remarkable exploration of the dark side - the emotions and traits we are most afraid of and instinctively hide. If
uninvited the dark side has the potential to hurt us and our loved ones at any moment. However, by embracing
our shadows we embark on an incredible, rewarding journey to wholeness.

Genre: Price: $51.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061988509 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Shoot to Thrill

by Tracy, P. J. (Author); Schirner, Buck (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $35.99. A Monkeewrench Novel. It begins with a floater: a bride,
face down in the Mississippi River. The Monkeewrench crew - a team of computer geeks who assist the police
with special anticrime software - are invited by the FBI to investigate a series of murder videos posted on the
Web. It's not long before the group discovers the frightening link between the unlucky bride and the latest, most
horrific use of the Internet yet. P.J. Tracy is the pseudonym of the a mother-daughter writing team, authors of
SNOW BLIND.

Genre: Price: $29.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423336785 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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Sizzling Sixteen

by Evanovich, Janet (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 7 Hours. This is the 16th Stephanie Plum novel. Yes, it's time for Stephanie and
the gang to get up to their old antics. Someone wants to kill Vinnie, but who? The list is long. And Lula's
involved in a Ponzi scheme. And Stephanie is chasing a dangerous skip. Sure to be another #1 bestseller.

Genre: Price: $41.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209672 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Sonderberg Case, The

by Wiesel, Elie (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 600 Minutes. Yedidyah's longing for the past takes on another aspect when he is
assigned to cover the murder trial of a German expatriate named Werner Sonderberg. Sonderberg returned alone
from a walk he took in the Adirondacks with an elderly uncle, whose lifeless body was soon retrieved from the
woods. His plea is enigmatic: "Guilty . . . and not guilty." But it strikes a chord in Yedidyah, plunging him into
feelings that bring him harrowingly close to madness. An enthralling psychological mystery with Wiesel's
signature elegance and thoughtfulness.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307734631 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Spider Bones: A Novel

by Reichs, Kathy (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 10 Hours. This is the 13th novel featuring Dr. Temperance Brennan.
Temperance is called to the scene of a drowning in Hemmingford, Quebec. The body is identified as a man
originally declared dead four decades earlier in 1968 - killed in Vietnam. Tempe exhumes the soldier's corpse
from his grave in N.Carolina and flies the remains to Hawaii for analysis. But it's not long before another set of
remains is found with the first victim's dog tags tangled amongst them. Soon the remains of a third unidentified
body are uncovered. A complex and riveting tale from the author of 206 BONES.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442304369 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Spies of the Balkans

by Alan Furst (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 9 CDs / 10 Hours. A novel of intrigue and passionate love affairs, peopled with agents and
spies - German, Serbs, Greeks, Albanians, and those who serve whoever will pay them - SPIES OF THE
BALKANS confirms Alan Furst's status as "an incomparable expert at his game." (Janet Maslin, THE NEW
YORK TIMES). This is a stunning new WWII-era novel from the author of THE SPIES OF WARSAW.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442306059 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Spy, The

by Cussler, Clive (Author); Scott, Justin (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. It is 1908, and international tensions are mounting as the world
plunges toward war. When a brilliant battleship gun designer dies in an apparent suicide, the man's daughter
turns to the legendary Van Dorn Detective Agency to clear his name. Isaac Bell takes the case and soon realizes
that the man was murdered. And when more suspicious deaths occur, it becomes clear that an elusive spy is
orchestrating the destruction of America's brightest technological minds...and the murders all connect to a top-
secret project called Hull 44. From the  bestselling author of THE CHASE.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427798 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: June 2010

Star Wars: Clone Wars Gambit: Siege

by Miller, Karen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. This is the 2nd installment of a two-book Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker
adventure, set against the backdrop of the Clone Wars. Obi-Wan and Anakin are on the run from General Lok
Drud and his droid army. They eventually seek shelter in a remote Lanteeban village, but the Separtists track
them down. Now they're under siege...and the little time they've bought themselves is running out.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739376850 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Star Wars: Fate of the Jedi: Allies

by Golden, Christie (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. A secret revealed with a blast from the past...in the 5th novel of the Fate of the Jedi series
(nine books in all) - a thrilling story arc for fans of the Legacy of the Force series, the Dark Lords of the Sith,
and the most popular characters in STAR WARS: Luke, Han, and Leia!

Genre: Price: $48.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780739376690 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Storm Prey

by Sandford, John (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours. One Minnesota morning, three men burst into a hospital pharmacy,
duct tape the two workers and clean the place out. But then things go bad, one of the workers dies, and as they
hurry out to their truck they find themselves, just for a second, face-to-face with a blond woman in the garage:
Weather Karkinnen, surgeon, wife of an investigator named Lucas Davenport. Did she see enough? There's
only one thing to do: Find out who she is and eliminate the only possible witness. A brilliant thriller from the
bestselling author of WICKED PREY.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427767 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Stranger Like You, A

by Brundage, Elizabeth (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Hedda Chase, a top executive producer at Gladiator Films, recently pulled the plug on a
film project by one of her predecessors because it was too violent, not credible, and the ending implausible.
Hugh Waters thought the script was his ticket to the big time - until Hedda tampered with his plans. So Hugh
decides to prove otherwise by staging his script's ending and casting Hedda as the victim. He kidnaps her,
leaves her in the locked trunk of her BMW, and lets "destiny" take its course. A taut and terrifying thriller about
the length to which we'll go to make our dreams come true. From the author of THE DOCTOR'S WIFE.

Genre: Price: $37.50 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427682 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: August 2010

Strip

by Perry, Thomas (Author); Named, Not Yet (Narrated by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Thomas Perry, author of RUNNER, is back with a fast-paced thriller that will appeal to
Carl Hiaasen fans. When a strip club owner is robbed by a masked gunman little does the robber know that he is
robbing a gangster. So begins the tale in which Manco Kapuk's goons begin searching for the culprit in order to
seek revenge. Detective Nick Slosser is assigned to the case and is kept busy unravelling the mystery behind
Kapek's growing empire, a brewing gang war, and a triple killing in the gritty streets and opulent hills of L.A.

Genre: Price: $38.99 Form: Audio Recording

DownloadablePublisher: Tantor Media, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781400112579 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Suck It, Wonder Woman!

by Munn, Olivia (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 6 CDs / 7 Hours. Olivia Munn is an actress, comedian, and television host, best-known for
being the face of the G4 network, as the co-host of "Attack of the Show." She also occasionally likes to get
dressed up as Wonder Woman. This book is her paean to Geeks everywhere. It is a humorous look at geeks,
gadgets, Hollywood, and huge helpings of banana cream pie.

Genre: Price: $35.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Pan Macmillan ISBN-13: 9781427209825 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Take Four

by Kingsbury, Karen (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. This is the final book in the Above the Line series by NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
author Karen Kingsbury. In TAKE FOUR, filmmakers Chase Ryan and Dayne Matthews finally ink a deal with
the nation's top young actor. But the actor takes a public fall that threatens his reputation. Now the producers
must act as missionaries to save the film, their families, and the young movie star.

Genre: Fiction / General / Contemporary Price: $41.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Zondervan Books ISBN-13: 9780310325079 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010
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Tell-All

by Palahniuk, Chuck (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $35.99. This is a dark reimagining of "All About Eve" and a
hilarious assault on celebrity, from the author of SNUFF and PYGMY. This newest title, TELL-ALL, is soaked,
nay, marinated in the culture of vintage Hollywood, from the luminaries of the showbiz gossip column world to
the stars and less bright lights.

Genre: Fiction / General / Contemporary Price: $29.95 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Blackstone Audio, Incorporated ISBN-13: 9781441735089 Pages: 9 Pub. Date: May 2010

That Perfect Someone

by Lindsey, Johanna (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $45.50. In her forty-seventh novel - the 10th in her popular Malory
series, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Johanna Lindsey tells the passionate story of an English lord-
turned-pirate who must marry the fiancee he abandoned nine years ago. Other romantic titles from the author
include: A ROGUE OF MY OWN, NO CHOICE BUT SEDUCTION, and CAPTIVE OF MY DESIRES.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423376644 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Thin, Rich, Pretty

by Harbison, Beth (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 9 Hours. Holly will do anything to be thin. Lexi will do anything to be rich. And
Nicola will do anything to be pretty. This is the story of three women who believe that happiness is the next size
down, the next dollar figure up, or the next appreciative glance from a stranger. But mostly it's the story of how
three women save each other, and show each other the path to true contentment. A summer read from the author
of SHOE ADDICTS ANONYMOUS.

Genre: Price: $35.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Pan Macmillan ISBN-13: 9781427209993 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

This Body of Death

by George, Elizabeth (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 12 Hours.  An Inspector Lynley Novel. When the body of a woman is found in
an isolated London cemetery, Scotland Yard Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley is called in to help the new
chief. There, Lynley and his former partner, Barbara Havers, ind that the roots of the crime trace to a long-ago
act of violence that has poisoned subsequent generations. A multi-layered jigsaw puzzle of a story from the
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of 15 novels of psychological suspense.

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE POLICE PROCEDUR Price: $97.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN-13: 9780061161216 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010
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This Time Together: Laughter and Reflections

by Burnett, Carol (Author, Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD. Carol Burnett has published one previous book, ONE MORE TIME, which told her
coming-of-age story. THIS TIME TOGETHER will focus on her wildly triumphant career. The memoir is filled
with engaging anecdotes about, her remarkable friendships with stars such as Jimmy Stewart, Lucille Ball, and
Julie Andrews, and the background behind famous scenes like the moment she swept down the stairs in her
curtain rod dress in the legendary "Went With the Wind" skit. The book allows readers to cry with the actress,
rejoice in her success, and finally, always, to laugh.

Genre: BIOGRAPHY Price: $35.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307734679 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Tough Customer: A Novel

by Brown, Sandra (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 12 CDs / 14 Hours.  Dodge Hanley, the indispensable investigator from SMASH CUT
returns as a flawed protagonist in TOUGH CUSTOMER. Dodge has used shady means of delivering the goods
in the past...but when it comes to aiding the daughter of his former lover, real estate mogul Caroline King, his
dogged perseverance knows no bounds. Determined to uncover the truth for Caroline and her daughter Berry,
Dodge teams with a small-town sheriff to track down a depraved man who's obsessed with having Berry - or
killing her. This time it's not just Dodge's life at risk. He stands to lose his heart.

Genre: Price: $64.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9780743572354 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Triumph: Life after the Cult--A Survivor's Lessons

by Jessop, Carolyn (Author); Palmer, Laura (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. ESCAPE was the harrowing story of a woman broke out of the confines of the
Fundamental Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints community with her eight children. In TRIUMPH,
Jessop updates audiences about the details of her life after the raid - including how she coped with her daughter
Betty's return to FLDS and the damaging misinformation about the sect that flooded the media - and draws on
her experiences to spell out the tools of transformation that are available to anyone.

Genre: Price: $35.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307715579 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010

Untitled

by Fisher, Carrie (Author, Read by)

ABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs / 6 Hours. Note: The title is SHOCKAHOLIC.  The Cloth Edition was listed in
Whitehots Winter 2010 catalogue, as UNTITLED.   Infused with Carrie Fisher's trademark incisive wit and on
the heels of WISHFUL DRINKING'S instant success, SHOCKAHOLIC takes readers on another rollicking ride
into her crazy life.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9780743550260 Pages: 5 Pub. Date: June 2010
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Untitled

by Beck, Glenn (Author, Read by); Balfe, Kevin (Author)

ABRIDGED CD. #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of ARGUING WITH IDIOTS and popular radio
and television host Glenn Beck's new book features his wildly distinctive humour in a take on the political
landscape timed for the midterm elections. Nonfiction.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442334571 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: October 2010

Untitled #9

by Thor, Brad (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 10 CDs / 11 Hours. Note: The correct title is FOREIGN INFLUENCE. This is the 9th
novel to feature Navy SEAL turned covert operative Scot Harvath whose mission is to target America's enemies
- both foreign and domestic. This latest assignment has Harvath investigating abroad when a group of American
college students is killed in a bombing in Rome. Simultaneously, a young woman is struck by a Yellow taxi in a
hit-and-run on Chicago's west side. Harvath uncovers a shocking connection and races to prevent one of the
most audacious and unthinkable acts of war in the history of mankind.

Genre: Price: $52.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9780743579377 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

Untitled Forerunner Novel #1

by Bear, Greg (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 8 CDs / 9.5 Hours. This is the 1st book in the Forerunner trilogy - a new series. Hugo and
Nebula Award-winner and bestselling author Greg Bear takes readers deep into the time of the Forerunners, an
ancient engineering race. Halo fans will discover just who the race is, how they harnessed technology and
engineering the way they did, and what caused them to disappear completely from existence as we know it.

Genre: Price: $47.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427210081 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: July 2010

Untitled Novel

by Beck, Glenn (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 7 CDs / 8 Hours. Noah Garner, a 20-something public relations executive is well-
educated, and like many of the younger generation, far more concerned about his social life than the future of
the economy. As the two ruling political parties do their best to keep Americans divided and distracted, a
historic terrorist attack shakes the country to the core. As those around him panic, Noah realizes a master plan
to transform America is rapidly unfolding. Exposing that plan and revealing the conspirators behind it, is the
only way to save both the country and the woman he loves.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442305243 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Veil of Night

by Howard, Linda (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Another edge-of-your seat romantic suspense from NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
author of BURN, DEATH ANGEL, and UP CLOSE AND DANGEROUS, among others.

Genre: Price: $41.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Random House Audio Publishing ISBN-13: 9780307577634 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Vigilantes, The

by Griffin, W. E. B. (Author); Butterworth IV, William E. (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 15 CDs / 17 Hours. A Badge of Honor Novel - the bestselling chronicle of the
Philadelphia police force, following THE TRAFFICKERS. There's a sudden spike of murders in Philadelphia,
but no one seems to mind much because the victims are all seem to be lowlifes. Vigilante groups spring up
claiming credit for some of the hits. As the targets get bigger and events start moving out of control, Homicide
Sergeant Matthew Payne realizes that if he and his team can't figure out who's behind this very soon, the
violence could overtake them all. Storytelling at its best - filled with authentic colour and detail.

Genre: Price: $50.00 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Penguin Group (USA) Incorporat ISBN-13: 9780142427804 Pages: 1 Pub. Date: June 2010

Walk, The

by Evans, Richard Paul (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 5 CDs. From the bestselling author of THE CHRISTMAS BOX and THE CHRISTMAS
LIST comes an inspiring new series about an advertising executive who loses everything and then embarks on a
walk across America, from California to Maine in order to reclaim his life. This heartwarming book covers the
first 12 days of his journey.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio ISBN-13: 9781442306028 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: April 2010

Wanna Get Lucky?

by Coonts, Deborah (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $35.99.  This is the 1st novel in a dazzling series focused on casino
"fixer" Lucky O'Toole - head of Customer Relations at The Babylon, the newest, most opulent mega-casino and
resort on the Strip. "A dead-on portrait of Las Vegas that is somehow dark, outrageous, and hilarious at the
same time. Lucky O'Toole is wise, witty, and brimming with cheery cynicism." - Douglas Preston, author.
Deborah Coonts is the wife of the bestselling author Stephen Coonts.

Genre: Price: $29.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781441843760 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: May 2010
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Way of Kings

by Sanderson, Brandon (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD: 26 CSs / 32.5 Hours. Book One of the Stormlight Archive. A new epic fantasy series from
the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author chosen to complete Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time series. THE
WAY OF KINGS introduces the three protagonists who will be our windows on the strange and wondrous
world of Roshar - a richly imagined setting as real as science fiction's Dune - and the drama about to unfold
there.

Genre: Price: $83.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: St. Martin's Press ISBN-13: 9781427209757 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: August 2010

Whiplash: An FBI Thriller

by Coulter, Catherine (Author)

UNABRIDGED CD. Suggested Can. price $44.50. An FBI Thriller - featuring agents Dillon Savich and Lacey
Sherlock. When a supply of a critical drugs used in chemotherapy runs out, Dr. Kender hires private
investigator Pulaski to prove that there is something more sinister going on at Schiffer Engel's manufacturing
facility in Indiana. When an employee at the plant is murdered, Sherlock and Savich are called in to help. The
murder of a foreign national on federal land can only mean the German drug company has a secret of epic
proportions. Previous titles: KNOCKOUT and TAILSPIN.

Genre: Price: $36.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781423365303 Pages: 0 Pub. Date: June 2010

WWW: Watch

by Sawyer, Robert J. (Author); Van Dyck, Jennifer (Read by)

UNABRIDGED CD: Suggested Can. price $35.95. This is the 2nd book in the WWW Trilogy, following
WAKE. Caitling Decter, blind but with a signal-processing retinal implant, can see digital data streams on the
Web. That's were she perceived an extraordinary presence, and woke it up. It calls itself Webmind. But
Webmind has come to the attention of WATCH - the secret government agency that monitors the Internet for
threats to the U.S.- and they want it purged from cyberspace. Caitlin will do anything to protect her new friend.
Canadian author - Mississauga, ON.

Genre: Price: $29.99 Form: Compact Disc

Publisher: Brilliance Audio ISBN-13: 9781441843982 Pages: 10 Pub. Date: May 2010
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